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ROSYTH WATERFRONT
COMMUNITY PLANNING WEEKEND

REPORT BACK BROADSHEET
29 JUNE 2016

A NEW VISION FOR ROSYTH WATERFRONT

On Friday 24 and Saturday 25 June the local community was 
invited to the Rosyth Waterfront Community Planning Weekend 
to help create a Vision for the 135 acre site which lies East and 
North of the Port of Rosyth.

Key ideas to emerge included:
• Giving public access to a mixed use waterfront destination, 

including cafes, restaurants and amenities, for the local 
community and visitors to Rosyth;

• Designing well connected new neighbourhoods of character 
to “grow, play, work and stay” using 21st century garden city 
principles;

• Linking existing natural and heritage assets on and around the 
site to create a high quality landscape setting for people and 
nature;

• Creating a sustainable movement network for walking, cycling 
and public transport.

The site has the potential to become a vital and diverse new 
place, with new homes, leisure facilities, shops and recreation for 
local people, along with new offices, and new industries, bringing 
an estimated 3500 jobs and a £500m investment to the area. 

Site owner, Scarborough Muir Group, is committed to working 
closely with the local community to develop the proposals and 
appointed collaborative planning and urban designers JTP to 
facilitate the Community Planning Weekend. 

Following the two public workshop days, the JTP team analysed 
the outcomes and drew up a consensus Vision for the site and 
its relationship with Rosyth. This was presented back to the local 
community on Wednesday 29th June at Rosyth Parish Church.

Charles Campion from JTP said, “The local community has been 
very positive about opening up this brownfield site for a mix of 
uses and activities with strong connections to Rosyth - all to bring 
the maximum benefits to the local area and region.”

The design team will now move on to prepare a Planning 
Application for the site, which will be submitted to Fife 
Council after the Reporter has issued her review of the Local 
Development Plan.

We need a magnet, something to attract  
people to Rosyth!

We don’t want just flats and a pub, we need  
lots of activities in a great new place!

Quotes from Community Planning Weekend participants

“
“
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THE CREATIVE QUARTER will add 
complementary new offices, workshops 
and light industrial units within the 
existing business park area and extending 
along Milne Road – grouped around a 
community hub; the nursery, a new coffee 
shop and diner and a small park and play 
space. 

New workshops / light industrial units 
/ offices 

Coffee shop and diner

Nursery 

Park and play space 

Electric avenue – vehicle charging 
points 

Landscaped edge

Gateway office building 

THE LEARNING & ACTIVITY QUARTER 
is located at the heart of the development 
site – the outdoor aerial activity centre 
will form a regional tourist attraction and 
will complement the learning campus – 
potentially in the form of a summer-school 
/ summer-camp facility – perhaps catering 
for children’s holiday activities or corporate 
away-days.     

Bluebell Wood – pathway 
improvements and new linkages

New primary school and playing fields 

Outdoor adventure centre and 
summer campus 

Bluebell Wood Tree-Zone – aerial 
adventure

The Bunker- climbing wall

Water / aerial activity zone 

Zip wires 

South of Milne Road is THE COASTAL 
QUARTER; a dynamic mixed-use 
destination composed of shops, restaurants, 
bars, coffee places, offices, apartments and 
a range of visitor attractions.  The linear 
park and gardens linking Rosyth to the 
waterfront meets the river at the Lido – 
an outdoor heated pool set within the 
boardwalk.  A wellness centre is located 
to the east of the High Street – an artisan 
cluster of studios and workshops to the 
west.     

Park and ride area & landscaped 
buffer

Indicative light railway halt position   

Live-work clusters – artisan 
workshops

Waterfront quayside 

Lido and boardwalk terraces
bars and cafes 

Shopping street

Well-being centre and spa

Gardens and green link 

Mixed-use & residential blocks 

Under-croft parking – beneath 
terraces   

Balconies and terraces 

Riverside nature walk – and bridge 
viewing platforms 

St Margaret’s Marsh – perimeter 
duckboard walkways 

At grade pedestrian crossing positions 

A broad range of new affordable and 
private housing is to be found in THE 
GARDEN VILLAGE QUARTER – 
arranged around a network of linear 
parks, allotments and sustainable drainage 
features close to the new school.  A 
mixed-use gateway arrangement of 
apartments over ground floor shops, 
offices and a local supermarket will make 
for a distinctive landmark at the entrance 
to the Waterfront.        

Residential neighbourhood - streets 
for play   

Gateway building 
- Tower 
- Terraces 
- Mixed uses

Supermarket

Car-club charging points

Allotments and gardeners clubhouse  

Sustainable urban-drainage swales & 
ponds 

Water treatment plant 
- New enclosed facility 
- Methane capture and energy    
centre 
- Green roof and PV farm 
- Poly-tunnel greenhouses 
- District heating centre 

The green
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ARTIST IMPRESSIONS
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The Boardwalk and Lido – 
Coastal Quarter Waterfront

Aerial view looking eastward, 
over Rosyth Waterfront
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The following key themes represent a summary of the views of 
the participants during the Rosyth Waterfront Community 
Planning Weekend.  All quotes are from community planning 
participants unless otherwise stated.

CONNECTING THE TOWN TO THE WATER

Participants were keen for the new development to connect the 
community to the water.  This would bring many benefits including 
enhancing the image and economy of the town and providing a 
range of amenities for the community.  Rosyth Waterfront should 
be a “real place”, with a mix of uses and a strong identity, not a 
“farm of sheds” or just another anonymous housing development. 

I can see the water from a distance, but I cannot  
get to it - very frustrating!

I don’t want it to be Leithy, the buildings are  
too boxy there.

21ST CENTURY GARDEN CITY

Rosyth Waterfront should support “lifelong communities”, with 
a mix of housing, jobs and facilities for people of all ages, families 
and older people. The new place should be founded on Rosyth 
Garden City principles, reinterpreted and updated for the 21st 
century and with the needs and aspirations of the community at 
its heart. Resource efficient technology, sustainable transport and 
biodiversity should be designed in.

Take the garden city qualities of Rosyth with  
its green avenues and tree-lined streets!

LIVING AND WORKING

Rosyth should be respected as a living and working town and 
new development should enhance this mix. Rosyth docks 
holds a central place in the hearts and minds of Rosythians and 
manufacturing also has an important role in the area.  A number 
of people living locally to the docks pointed out that they happily 
co-exist with its activities, and new people living and working at 
Rosyth Waterfront can be expected to do the same. 

I live near the port, it doesn’t bother me  
and I don’t bother it, we just get on with it.

A NEW VISITOR DESTINATION

Rosyth does not currently take advantage of its unique 
environmental and heritage assets to attract visitors. The 
development of Rosyth Waterfront will act to create a critical mass 
of existing and new attractions and facilities to attract tourists, 
including visiting cruise ship passengers. Access to a high quality 
Waterfront setting with hotels, restaurants and cafes, all with 
stunning views of the three bridges, should be the key to putting 
Rosyth on the tourist map to the benefit of the local economy.

At the moment visitors just drive past,  
over the bridge, past the smell and past Rosyth.

We need a magnet – something to attract 
people to Rosyth!

“
“

“

“

“
“
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INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE AND MOVEMENT NETWORK

The new development should link existing routes and natural 
features, including the coastal path, to create an integrated 
movement network promoting active transport and healthy 
lifestyles. Local people should be able to get to the waterfront 
and other locations and facilities by foot, bike or public transport 
without having to use their cars.

I’d like to see it accessible by foot, by bike,  
and by public transport - all joined up!

MORE COMMUNITY AMENITIES

Participants said that young people and families are poorly served 
locally, and have to travel away from the town for leisure and 
family activities. There are also few facilities for existing dockside 
and Europark workers. Rosyth Waterside should be a connected 
and active part of Rosyth, providing a wide range of amenities and 
facilities that the area currently lacks. 

We don’t want just flats and a pub, we need  
lots of activities in a great new place!

COMPLEMENTARY NOT COMPETING

Participants felt that the Waterfront will benefit business by 
provide new customers for the existing shops and services. 
However, the shops and facilities at Rosyth Waterfront should 
offer something new and different, rather than duplicating and 
competing with what already exists. 

The new development can only be  
good for the shops.

GREEN SPACE, GREEN PLACE

The green environment in and around Rosyth Waterfront 
site, including St Margaret’s Marsh and the Bluebell wood, is 
much valued and appreciated, but it was felt that, through the 
development process, access and upkeep should be improved. 
More managed use of Bluebell wood for walking and recreation 
would reduce anti-social behaviour and make it feel safer 
and more welcoming. Organised outdoor activities would be 
welcomed and walks and spaces should be designed with the 
needs of people with physical and mental health conditions in 
mind. 

We need to link green places, to create 
children spaces, adult spaces and spaces for 

everyone to meet also.

CONTINUED COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Active and participatory communities are a cornerstone of the 
development of garden cities.  Participants felt that there is a 
revived sense of community in Rosyth and this momentum should 
be embraced. Community participation in the development and 
realisation of Rosyth Waterfront will help ensure a higher quality 
development for the benefit of existing and future residents and 
businesses.

We must ensure that the existing community is 
involved in the process moving forward and ensure  

that the development is ‘community focused.

Use social media to engage the community.
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